PRESS RELEASE

ORGANIC SECTOR CALLS ON AGRICULTURE MINISTERS TO PRIORITIZE AGROECOLOGICAL INNOVATION OVER TECHNO-FIXES

BRUSSELS, 1 SEPTEMBER 2023 – IFOAM Organics Europe urges Agriculture Ministers to uphold a systemic approach of innovation and sustainability in the food and farming sector, based on agroecology, agronomic scientific knowledge, and nature-based solutions. To address the manifold challenges facing our food systems, we need to transition away from input-intensive, short-term fixes, which include the promotion of specific technologies with unproven benefits and potential unintended effects and risks, such as new genomic techniques (NGTs).

In a letter sent to Ministers ahead of the 3-5 September Informal Meeting of the Council of Agriculture ministers, where Member States will hold an exchange of views on the topic of “New technologies for more sustainable and resilient agriculture”, IFOAM Organics Europe argues that a combination of preventive strategies to manage pests and diseases and low input agronomic tools based on interactions already taking place in nature is more likely to bring long-term sustainability and resilience of our farming systems than techno-fixes like synthetic pesticides or gene-edited crops.

According to Eduardo Cuoco, IFOAM Organics Europe director: “Innovation in plant breeding is necessary but it should not be reduced to the use of gene editing technologies, whose alleged benefits for sustainability are currently based on assumptions. Also, a product or an agriculture production system should not be declared “sustainable” solely based on the use of a given plant variety, let alone a trait.”

Cuoco continues: “Hopes of benefits based on assumptions should not lead to dismantling crucial biosafety regulations, that have so far contributed to the competitiveness of European agriculture and to the quality reputation of European food products both on the internal and on export markets. Maintaining traceability and labelling on the use of gene editing technologies is also key to preventing a takeover of the European breeding sector by the large biotech and pesticide companies that own the patents on GMOs and NGTs, and that use the patent system to build monopolies on genetic material and traits, at the detriment of the hundreds of SMEs that make the richness of the European breeding sector. Policy-makers should pay full attention to who will be the winners and the losers of the promotion of specific technologies. Access to genetic resources, the preservation of a gene pool free of genetic modification and of monopolistic intellectual property rights, and independent breeding capacity are essential for the food sovereignty of the European Union.”
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IFOAM Organics Europe is the European umbrella organisation for organic food and farming. With almost 200 members in 34 European countries, our work spans the entire organic food chain and beyond: from farmers and processors organisations, retailers, certifiers, consultants, traders, and researchers to environmental and consumer advocacy bodies.